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Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Sealy Center for Structural Biology, University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TexasABSTRACT Negatively twisted DNA is essential to many biological functions. Due to torsional stress, duplex DNA can have
local, sequence-dependent structural defects. In this work, a thermodynamic model of DNA was built to qualitatively predict the
local sequence-dependent mechanical instabilities under torsional stress. The results were compared to both simulation of a
coarse-grained model and experiment results. By using the Kirkwood superposition approximation, we built an analytical model
to represent the free energy difference DW of a hydrogen-bonded basepair between the B-form helical state and the basepair
opened (or locally melted) state, within a given sequence under torsional stress. We showed that DW can be well approximated
by two-body interactions with its nearest-sequence-neighbor basepairs plus a free energy correction due to long-range corre-
lations. This model is capable of rapidly predicting the position and thermodynamics of local defects in a given sequence.
The result qualitatively matches with an in vitro experiment for a long DNA sequence (>4000 basepairs). The 12 parameters
used in this model can be further quantitatively refined when more experimental data are available.INTRODUCTIONThe conformational flexibility of DNA (1) has been found to
be important to understand many biological processes such
as protein-DNA recognition (2), DNA packaging (3), and
the transcription process (4). To capture the elastic proper-
ties of DNA, the fluctuations of DNA have been described
by elastic rod models based on harmonic fluctuations of
six basepair geometric parameters around their equilibrium
values (2,5). However, the atomically detailed case can be
more complex. For example, recent simulations carried
out by the ABC consortium show a bimodal distribution
even for the helical parameters of DNA (6), indicating
that the simple harmonic approximation has its limitations
for unstrained dsDNA.
The presence of strain changes the picture qualitatively.
DNA is known to be often negatively supercoiled inside a
cell in prokaryotes (7), or restrained within nucleosomes
in eukaryotes (8). Due to torsional stress, supercoiled
DNA shows many kinds of defect structures including bub-
bles, kinks, writhes, and wrinkles (9), some of which cannot
be described by a single persistence length. Considering that
negative supercoiling plays a critical biological role in the
cell cycle such as during transcription (10) and replication
(11), it is important to investigate the thermodynamic prop-
erties of nucleic acids under torsional stress.
DNA does not distribute stress homogeneously along its
length. Instead, there are specific distributions of the
stress-strain relation found by both experimental (12) and
theoretical methods (13–15). The defect distributions of
DNA are highly sequence-dependent. It is known that
pyrimidine/purine base steps in general are much more flex-
ible than purine/purine steps followed by purine/pyrimidineSubmitted November 11, 2013, and accepted for publication January 7,
2014.
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0006-3495/14/03/1182/12 $2.00steps (13,16,17). Mechanistically, DNA relieves torsional
stress with localized structural failure at a few positions,
which allows the system to preserve B-form along the rest
of the length (15).
Although we have some understanding of the thermody-
namic properties of DNA under stress, detailed analysis
of sequence-dependent mechanical instabilities require
models for routine application. For a given basepair, we
wish to model how the probability of nonlinear elastic
behavior is regulated via sequence by the nearest-neighbor
basepairs, next nearest-neighbor basepairs, etc. Given a
DNA sequence, we seek to predict the specific location
and probability of those places where we might expect the
formation of structural defects. The main purpose of this
work is to build an analytical thermodynamic model to
represent the free energy surface of DNA pairing including
the possibility of torsional twisting stress.
Here, we propose an effective analytic thermodynamic
model, checked versus simulations, to predict the twist-
strain-induced defect locations and their probabilities.
Several important complementary models of DNA for
various purposes exist. The global nearest-neighbor model
of melting has a rich history in thermodynamic modeling
(17). Other models seeking to reveal more local information
include those which have a Hamiltonian form (18,19)
and include sequence-specific stacking potentials (20). A
number of models concentrate on bubble formation (21–
23). Those models consider the partition function or the
possible states of the system under certain approximations.
Those models have been successfully used to investigate
certain properties of DNA such as global melting and local
denaturation.
In this work, we focus on predicting the sequence-specific
free energy difference of a basepair between the helical
state and states where the persistence length is low or
broken. Using a free energy decomposition, we show thathttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2014.01.022
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expressed by effective two-body interactions with the
nearest-neighbor basepairs and some selected longer-ranged
corrections. In this way, this approximate free energy differ-
ence can be obtained rapidly without atomic-level simula-
tions. The nearest-neighbor (NN) model has been widely
used to predict the melting temperatures of a given DNA
sequence without strain (16,17), indicating that two-body
approximations of the global free energy are valid for
melting of DNA. Here we focus analysis on the local
sequence-dependent properties including the possibility of
mechanical stress.
Little is known about whether the nearest-neighbor class
of approximations is valid to investigate the local sequence-
dependent defects of DNA under stress. In this work, we
used the Kirkwood superposition approximation (24) to ex-
press the free energy of a basepair within a given DNA
sequence having torsional and other forms of stress. We
consider the relevant three- and four-body distributions
approximated from a superposition of two-body correla-
tions. In the following section we will show that we can
reproduce the free energy of each basepair in a sequence
of a few dozen basepairs with high accuracy (standard
deviation ¼ 0.39 kcal/mol). A long-range sign-dependent
correlation along DNA was found to be important when
considering the effects of twist. Incorporation of such corre-
lations into the model further helps improve the prediction
quality (standard deviation ¼ 0.26 kcal/mol).
Although all-atom model simulations of DNA can pro-
vide accuracy (15,25,26), it is difficult to explore both the
conformation and sequence space of longer DNA efficiently.
To partially solve this problem, several kinds of coarse-
grained (CG) models have been developed (27–30). For
comparison with experiment and our thermodynamic
model, we took the CG model developed by Sulc et al.
(29) and added salt-dependent changes. The original model
successfully reproduces the melting temperatures of dif-
ferent DNA sequences without mechanical stress, indicating
the ability to capture some of the sequence-dependent char-
acteristics of DNA. We generalized this to add the salt-
concentration dependence.
In Theory and then Methods, we outline the theory and
models, giving our sequence-dependent local thermody-
namic model, which is suitable for duplex DNA under
torsional twist stress. We then consider the modification of
the CGmodel to allow for salt screening. In Results and Dis-
cussion, we examine the results and demonstrate the impor-
tance of longer-ranged correlations to mechanical strain,
comparing our results with an experiment on some kilobase-
pair-sized sequences. We then give our Conclusions.FIGURE 1 Illustration of the (A) helical state h and (B) basepair open
state b investigated in this work.THEORY
We wish to demonstrate a model capable of representing
the known experiments and predicting behaviors not yetstudied. For this latter category, we will compare with exper-
iment and successful simulation models extended in terms
of the range of salt concentrations of interest. To prevent
confusion, in the following, we used A-B to represent the
hydrogen-bonded basepair formed by base A and B in oppo-
site strands, while using AB or A,B to represent the base
stacking formed by base A and B or ApB within the same
strand. If not otherwise specified, the term ‘‘basepair’’
means hydrogen-bonded basepair rather than base-stacked
dyad.Analytical model
In the following equations, the superscript h indicates the
helical state and b indicates the basepair broken or open
state. We denote the free energy of the nth hydrogen-bonded
basepair in the context of the helical state asW(..n 1, nh,
n þ 1.) and that in the basepair (bp) broken state as
W(. n  1, nb,n þ 1.), while n  1 and n þ 1 indicate
the two nearest neighbors of the nth hydrogen basepair
(illustrated in Fig. 1).
Thus, the difference of the free energy of the nth
hydrogen-bonded basepair between the helical state and
the basepair open state, noted as DW(n), can be calculated as
DWðnÞ ¼ W:::n 1; nh; nþ 1:::
W:::n 1; nb; nþ 1:::
¼ kBT ln Phelical
Pbroken
;
(1)
where Pi represents the probability of the ith state. Two
analytical models were built to represent this free energy
difference DW, as follows.
Model A
The Kirkwood superposition expression (24) was used to
approximate W by two-body correlations or interactions.
We start with the free energy full set of the surrounding
neighbors consisting of three basepairs and consider it asBiophysical Journal 106(5) 1182–1193
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the single basepair hydrogen-bonding free energies:
W

:::n 1; nh; nþ 1::: ¼ Wn 1; nhþWnh; nþ 1
þWðn 1; nþ 1Þ Wðn 1Þ
WnhWðnþ 1Þ;
(2)
Within the two-body correlation approximation, n  1 and
n þ 1 are not correlated, so we have
Wðn 1; nþ 1Þ ¼ Wðn 1Þ þWðnþ 1Þ: (3)
Substituting Eq. 3 in to Eq. 2, we seeW

:::n 1; nh; nþ 1::: ¼ Wn 1; nh
þWnh; nþ 1Wnh: (4)
In the same way, at the level of basepair triples, we findW

:::n 1; nb; nþ 1::: ¼ Wn 1; nb
þWnb; nþ 1Wnb: (5)
Combining Eqs. 4 and 5,DWðnÞ ¼ W:::n 1; nh; nþ 1:::
W:::n 1; nb; nþ 1:::
¼ Wn 1; nhWn 1; nb
þ Wnh; nþ 1Wnb; nþ 1
 WnhWnb:
(6)
We define a difference function D such that   
Dðn 1; nÞ ¼ W n 1; nh W n 1; nb ; (7)
and a function K that isKðnÞ ¼ WnhWnb: (8)
We further assumeW

nh; nþ 1Wnb; nþ 1 ¼ Wnþ 1; nh
Wnþ 1; nb: (9)
Equation 9 indicates that for a nearest-neighbor pair, in our
0 0approximation we do not distinguish direction from 3 to 5
or from 50 to 30. Although this approximation was only
aimed at reducing the fitting parameters, it proved to be sta-
tistically valid. For a stacked basepair (30. n, n þ 1.50),
on the left side of the Eq. 9, W(nh, n þ 1) represents its
free energy when base n is in its helical state. We neglect
the difference between 30 to 50 and 50 to 30, thus the above
case is identical to (30.n þ 1, n.50). Its free energy
when base n is in its helical state is noted as W(n þ 1, nh),
which is the right side of the Eq. 9.W(n þ 1, nb) has similar
meaning except that base n is in its basepair open state.Biophysical Journal 106(5) 1182–1193Substituting Eqs. 7–9 into Eq. 6, we have
DWðnÞ ¼ Dðn 1; nÞ þ Dðnþ 1; nÞ  KðnÞ: (10)
Equation 10 is thermodynamic Model A, which represents
the free energy difference DW(n). There are a total of 10
parameters: eight parameters for the D function (AA, AT,
AC, CA, AG, GA, CG, CC) and another two parameters
K(A) (¼ K(T)) and K(C) (¼ K(G)). To obtain these 10
parameters, we simulated DW of each basepair in the DNA
sequences 1–4 (see Table 1) using Eq. 1, and then performed
the linear least-square fitting procedure using Eq. 10 to
obtain the value for the D and K functions. There are in total
140 equations. For the eight parameters for theD function, in
these 140 equations, the minimum number of terms of occur-
rence is 20 and the maximum occurrence is 36. The intercept
was fixed to zero in the fitting process. Note that we can arbi-
trarily choose the value of K(A) and K(C). Although the
absolute value of D(n, n þ 1) will be different, the final
result DW(n) in Eq. 10 will be exactly the same. In this
work, we set K(A) ¼ 1.28 kcal/mol, K(C) ¼ 1.22 kcal/mol.
Model B
We found that a long-range negative correlation, existing
due to the topology constraint that allows for and maintains
strain, can be readily accounted for (see Results and
Discussion). To further improve the quality of the prediction
on DW, an additional free energy penalty was added to
Model A. In this model,
DW ¼ Dðn 1; nÞ þ Dðnþ 1; nÞ  KðnÞ þ DCon: (11)
DCon was calculated as follows: For each basepair i, we
checked the other basepairs in this sequence to find seg-
ments having continuous A-T basepairs but not including
any C-G basepair. Noticeably, during the fitting process,
the base separation i should be larger than 2 to exclude
the two-body interactions already considered in Model A
and exclude the explicit three-body interaction (which we
approximated as zero in Model A). For each such segment,
assuming the total hydrogen-bonded basepair number N,
there was an extra free energy decrease –N*p for the base-
pair i and an extra free energy increase þN*q for each base-
pair in this segment. We truncated this process when the
separation was larger than 500 bp. For example, for the
sequence CCCAAA, due to the correlation between the first
basepair C-G and the fourth basepair A-T, DCon (C-G) ¼
3p and DCon (A-T) ¼ þ3q, respectively. The values of
p and q were obtained from the same linear least-square
fitting procedure described above. Thus, for Model B, there
were 12 fitting parameters.Coarse-grained simulation method
DNA can be represented by atomic or a coarse-grained (CG)
models. We placed each model system under torsional and
TABLE 1 DNA sequences considered in this work (duplex
DNAs were considered, but for any Watson-Crick basepair,
only the name of one strand was shown); relative linking
number s is given
ID Sigma, s ¼ Sequence
1 (0.0857) GCTGTGCATTCGCGGCACAAGAGTCCCG
GGTCCCT
2 (0.0857) GTAGCTTTGATCAGCTCGAATCCATTTA
GATCTTT
3 (0.0857) AGCTCGCAGCGAACAAGGCGAAAAGACCC
GGCCCG
4 (0.0857) TTCTAAATACTTTAGATGTTGTGTGGATTC
TCGGA
5 (0.0857) AGATGGCAAGATAGCTCGTGGAAATCTAC
AACGAG
6 (0.0857) GGTGAAGTAGGCTCGTTGTCAGGATAAGG
TCCAAC
7 (0.0857) AATTTAAGCGCGATACTGCCTCCATGGAA
GCAGGC
8 (0.0857) GATTCCGACCCATCAATAACCAATAGTTA
CCGCAT
9 (0.0857) GGCAGATGCGGGCGAGGATTATTGGTACG
TTGAAG
10 (0.0857) CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCAAACCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCC
11 (0.11) GCTGTGCATTCGCGGCACAAGAGTCCCGG
GTCCCTC
12 (0.11) GTAGCTTTGATCAGCTCGAATCCATTTAG
ATCTTTC
13 (0.11) AGCTCGCAGCGAACAAGGCGAAAAGACCC
GGCCCGC
14 (0.11) TTCTAAATACTTTAGATGTTGTGTGGATTC
TCGGAC
15 (0.135) GCTGTGCATTCGCGGCACAAGAGTCCCGGG
TCCCTCC
16 (0.135) GTAGCTTTGATCAGCTCGAATCCATTTAGA
TCTTTCC
17 (0.135) AGCTCGCAGCGAACAAGGCGAAAAGACCC
GGCCCGCC
18 (0.135) TTCTAAATACTTTAGATGTTGTGTGGATTC
TCGGACC
19 (0.179) GCTGTGCATTCGCGGCACAAGAGTCCCGGG
TCCCTCCCC
20 (0.179) GTAGCTTTGATCAGCTCGAATCCATTTAGA
TCTTTCCCC
21 (0.179) AGCTCGCAGCGAACAAGGCGAAAAGACCCG
GCCCGCCCC
22 (0.179) TTCTAAATACTTTAGATGTTGTGTGGATTCT
CGGACCCC
23 (0.2) GCTGTGCATTCGCGGCACAAGAGTCCCGGG
TCCCTCCCCC
24 (0.2) GTAGCTTTGATCAGCTCGAATCCATTTAGAT
CTTTCCCCC
25 (0.2) AGCTCGCAGCGAACAAGGCGAAAAGACCCG
GCCCGCCCCC
26 (0.2) TTCTAAATACTTTAGATGTTGTGTGGATTCT
CGGACCCCC
DNA under Torsional Stress 1185salt stress. We wish to compare with the CG simulation
model and experiment (below). The distance between the
CG base atoms of each complementary nucleotide pair
was measured from simulation trajectories. If this distance
was larger than 8.52 A˚, which approximately equals thelength of a single nucleotide and is the basic length unit in
the CG model (the choice of this value does not affect the
main conclusion of this work qualitatively), the basepair
was considered to be a basepair open state. The free energy
of each hydrogen-bonded basepair in the helical (or basepair
open) state was calculated by W ¼ kBTlnP when P is the
probability of this hydrogen-bonded pair in the helical (or
basepair open) state and can be directly counted through
simulation.
We started with the CG form developed by Louis’s group
(29). This CG model used a Morse potential to represent the
stacking and hydrogen-bonding energy. The strength of the
Morse potential varied with different stacking sequences for
the various hydrogen-bonded basepair types. Thus, it cap-
tures the sequence-dependent characteristics of a DNA
molecule under certain conditions. However, the salt con-
centration-specific electrostatic interactions were not
included in the original model. To investigate the effect of
ionic strength on the stability of a basepair, a Debye-Hu¨ckel
potential (31) was added to the original model to represent
the electrostatic interactions. The added electrostatics
potential has the form
Vij ¼ 0:7
4prεoεr
er=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
εrεokBT=2e2I
p
; (12)
where i and j are the phosphate atoms in the coarse-grained
model, r is the separation between bead i and j, εo is the
permittivity of free space, εr is the relative dielectric con-
stant (set to be 80), and I is the ionic strength of the system.
The coefficient 0.7 was an empirical fit to match the melting
temperatures under different conditions obtained from ex-
periments. By adding this potential, we can reproduce the
melting temperatures (see Table S1 in the Supporting Mate-
rial) of several DNA sequences under different ionic
strength conditions ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 M (see Table
S2) with high accuracy (standard deviation ¼ 0.7 Kelvin).METHODS
There are a total of 26 double-strand DNA polymers modeled to test this
work (shown in Table 1). We remark here that in Table 1 as well as other
parts of the main text, for any Watson-Crick basepair, only the name of
one base was showed. These sequences were created randomly except for
sequence 10. We added a possible mechanical twist for simulation by using
a variant of periodic boundary conditions. The details can be found in our
previous work (15). By modulating the length of DNA sequences, five stress
conditions of negative strain were investigated.
For each sequence, a 850-ns coarse-grained simulation was performed.
Newtonian dynamics was applied and the Andersen thermostat method
(32) was used to maintain the temperature. This method has a stochastic
element but is technically different from a Langevin simulation (29).
Each simulation was repeated 96–120 times, initiated from different
random seeds. The total simulation time for each sequence is thus between
82 and 102 ms. In this way, the probabilities and therefore free energy cal-
culations were found to converge well. Temperature of the system usually
was set to 310 K and the ionic strength was set to 0.5 M except in certain
cases as noted. To investigate the effect of temperature and ionic strength onBiophysical Journal 106(5) 1182–1193
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formed (see Table S3):
1. For sequence 1, s¼0.0857, the temperature was set to 310 K and ionic
strength was decreased from 0.5 to 0.1 M;
2. For sequence 1, s¼ 0.0857, the ionic strength was set to 0.5 M, and
temperature was increased from 310 to 360 K; and
3. For sequences 23–26, s ¼ 0.2, the ionic strength was set to 0.5 M and
temperature was set to 360 K.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sequence-dependent defects of DNA with
torsional stress
We first determined whether the CG model we use is capable
of modeling the defects of DNA with torsional stress. The
time-averaged distance between the base atoms for a nucleo-
tide pair inDNAsequence 1wasmeasured forDNAsequence
1 (Fig. 2 A). Larger distance indicates the presence of larger
defects. Large defects formed around position 7–10 (CATT)
and position 16–20 (CACAA). This result matches with the
well-known experimental results that an AA or AT base stack
is least stable. We found those defects are localized. Fig. 2 B
shows how the distance between each base evolves with the
time. Only those bases near base 10 and near base 20 have
frequent defects (cyan). The other bases are quite stable
(dark blue) and have the ability to recover from the basepairFIGURE 2 (A) Time-averaged distance between two base atoms of each
nucleotide pair in DNA sequence 1. Different colors indicate different tra-
jectories; (B) distance between two base atoms of each nucleotide pair in
DNA sequence 1 as a function of time.
Biophysical Journal 106(5) 1182–1193open state to the normal helical state although they seldom
breaks due to thermal fluctuations. This result matches with
our previous all-atom simulation (15). These results indicate
that this coarse-grained model is suitable for the study of
torsionally stressed DNA in this work.Free energy model using the two-body
approximation
As detailed in the Introduction, inspired by the success of
the NN model (16) in predicting the melting temperature
of DNA, we built our free energy model of DNA using a
two-body approximation (i.e., Model A, see Theory for
details). We should emphasize here the physical meaning
of the D function in Eq. 11 is completely different from
the parameters used in NN model. There are eight indepen-
dent parameters for D,
AA; AT; AC; CA; AG;GA;CG; CC
and 10 independent parameters in the NN model,AA; AT; TA; AC; CA; AG; GA; CG; GC; CC:
In our model,DðATÞ ¼ DðTAÞ and DðCGÞ ¼ DðGCÞ
because we do not distinguish from 30 to 50 or from 50 to 30,
whereas in the NN model they are different. However, even
for the same base stacking, e.g., AA, then D(AA) s
NN(AA). These details are further discussed in the Support-
ing Material. The fitted parameters of Model A are shown in
Table 2. The fitted slope is 1.0, the correlation coefficient
is R ¼ 0.9, and the standard deviation S is 0.39 kcal/mol
(Fig. 3 A). The high correlation coefficient and low standard
deviation both suggest that our model is a valid description
of the free energy of DNA under torsional stress. With those
parameters, DW of each basepair in a given DNA sequence
can be calculated. For example, for a short DNA sequence
ACTCAA, DW of the second hydrogen-bonded basepair
C-G can be calculated as
DWðCÞ ¼ DðA;CÞ þ DðT;CÞ  KðCÞ
¼ DðA;CÞ þ DðA;GÞ  KðCÞ
¼ 0:48 0:30 1:22 ¼ 2:00 kcal=mol:TABLE 2 Parameters in Models A and B (meaning of Models A
and B can be found in the Methods); unit used is kcal/mol
Model D(AA) D(AT) D(CA) D(AC) D(AG) D(GA)
A 0.16 0.15 0.60 0.48 0.30 0.35
B 0.44 0.63 0.19 0.04 0.29 0.07
Model D(CG) D(CC) K(A) K(C) P Q
A 1.29 1.04 1.28 1.22 — —
B 0.90 0.59 1.28 1.22 0.07 0.004
FIGURE 3 Predicted free energy versus free energy obtained from simu-
lation at T ¼ 310 K, s ¼ 0.0857, I ¼ 0.5 M, using (A) Model A and
(B) Model B. The correlation coefficient R and the standard deviation S
(kcal/mol) is shown. To see this figure in color, go online.
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random DNA sequences, the DW values of six random se-
quences (ID 5–10) were computed and compared with the
CG simulation results (Fig. 4, black and green curve). The
correlation between the predicted value and the simulated
value was shown in Table 3. For all six cases, the correlation
is high: Rmin ¼ 0.89, Rmax ¼ 0.97, and the averaged R ¼
0.93. In addition, the standard deviation S is low: Smin ¼
0.39 kcal/mol, Smax ¼ 0.84 kcal/mol, and the averaged
S ¼ 0.51 kcal/mol. These results indicate that our model
has sufficient precision to predict DW for each basepair
for a given DNA sequence in certain applications.
Thus, DW of any basepair depends on the chemical iden-
tity as well as its two nearest-neighbor basepairs. There are
20 cases in total. We sorted these 20 cases based on DW
in Table S4. The least stable case is the combination of
A and T, in which DW ~ 0.97 kcal/mol; whereas the
most stable case is the combination by C and G, in whichTABLE 3 Correlation coefficients (R) and the standard
deviations (S) obtained from the linear least-square fitting for
the testing DNA sequence (ID 5–10) using Models A and B; unit
used for S is kcal/mol
Model ID 5 ID 6 ID 7 ID 8 ID 9 ID 10
A R ¼ 0.91 R ¼ 0.89 R ¼ 0.94 R ¼ 0.93 R ¼ 0.94 R ¼ 0.97
S ¼ 0.40 S ¼ 0.39 S ¼ 0.52 S ¼ 0.42 S ¼ 0.51 S ¼ 0.84
B R ¼ 0.95 R ¼ 0.94 R ¼ 0.96 R ¼ 0.95 R ¼ 0.96 R ¼ 0.98
S ¼ 0.28 S ¼ 0.29 S ¼ 0.43 S ¼ 0.33 S ¼ 0.47 S ¼ 0.17DW ~ 3.5 kcal/mol. This trend qualitatively matches
with the previous all-atom simulation result that pyrimi-
dine/purine stacking basepairs (AT) are much more flexible
than purine/purine stacking basepairs (CC) (13).
Interestingly, AATTTA base steps, which are highly flex-
ible, have been experimentally found to be important at the
DNA-histone interface (33).
Although Model Aworks fairly well to predict DW within
a given DNA sequence, we notice that the prediction is rela-
tively worse at the peak or the bottom of the free energy pro-
file (Fig. 4). Generally speaking, the amplitude of the peak or
the bottom predicted by the Model Awas less than the actual
value from CG simulation. Moreover, for sequence 10, there
are relatively large deviations between the predicted results
and the simulation results (0.84 kcal/mol). This phenomenon
suggests that the free energy model needs to go beyond the
two-body approximation to improve the prediction.Long-range negative correlations within DNAwith
torsional stress
We first tested whether including an extra three-body interac-
tion can improve theModelA.However, compared to the two-
body approximation, the correlation R only slightly increases
from0.90 to 0.91 and the standard deviationSonly slightlyde-
creases from 0.39 to 0.36 kcal/mol. This result suggests that
including the straightforward three-body interaction has little
effect on improving Model A. The three-body terms also
represent a more significant computational investment.
Geometrically, it is clear that long-range negative correla-
tions exist among basepairs of DNA under negative twist
strain due to whatever mechanical or possibly topological
mechanism is responsible. Fig. 5 A shows the free energy
profile of two DNA sequences:
CCC.CAAAC.C and CCC.CAAAAAC.C:
It is clear that when the length of the central A track in-
creases from 3 to 5, the free energy of the first basepair
C-G decreases, even though there is a large base separation
between this C basepair and the central A track. We directly
measured the correlation between base 1 and base 17 in the
sequence 10 (Fig. 5 B). It is clear that base 1 and base 17,
regardless of the large separation between them, require a
negative correlation correction. Due to the existence of
such negative correlations, the weak segments in the DNA
sequence will become weaker and the stable segments will
become stronger (Fig. 5 A). This result matches our previous
all-atom simulation result that DNA relieves torsional stress
with localized structural failure to preserve B-form in the
rest of the sequence (15). The two sequences used in
Fig. 5 A were constructed to give an example to clearly
show the long-range correlation between the central A track
and the terminal C track. However, the correlation was
observed for all other sequences.Biophysical Journal 106(5) 1182–1193
FIGURE 4 (A–F) Comparison between simula-
tion and prediction on the free energy of basepairs
with torsional stress at T ¼ 310 K, s ¼ 0.0857,
I ¼ 0.5 M for sequences 5–10. (Black curve) Pre-
diction with the two-body approximation; (red
curve) prediction with the two-body approxima-
tion with long-range correction; (green curve)
simulation results. The DNA sequence can be
found in Table 1. Simulation error is <0.01 kcal/
mol. (Black arrows) Place where Model B gives
a better prediction than Model A.
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topology constraint and/or the induced stress. Assume the
stress T is distributed over several units a1, a2, a3,.. Such
a unit can be a single basepair or several continuous base-
pairs. We have
X
i
ai ¼ T ¼ const: (13)Cðam; amÞ ¼ 1 ¼

ðam  amÞ 

T  P
ism
ai 
	
T  P
ism
ai


Sm , Sm
¼ 

ðam  amÞ 
P
ism
ðai  aiÞ

Sm , Sm
¼ 
P
ism
hðam  amÞðai  aiÞi
Sm , Sm
¼ 
P
ism
½Cðam;aiÞ , Sm , Si
Sm , Sm
:
(16)Equation 13 represents the topology constraint (T is constant
and will not change with time). Assume the correlation
function between two units is C(am, an), then we have
Cðam; amÞ ¼ 1 ¼ hðam  amÞðam  amÞi
Sm , Sm
; (14)Biophysical Journal 106(5) 1182–1193where S stands for the standard deviation.
From Eq. 13, we can see
am ¼ T 
X
ism
ai: (15)
Substituting Eq. 15 in Eq. 14, we getFrom Eq. 16, we findX
ism
Cðam; aiÞSi ¼ Sm m ¼ 1; 2; 3::::: (17)
Note that S (standard deviation) is a positive number. Equa-
tion 17 implies an important conclusion: due to the topology
FIGURE 5 (A) Free energy profile for two DNA sequences. (B) Correla-
tion between basepair 1 and basepair m (m¼ 1, 2,..35) for DNA sequence
10. To see this figure in color, go online.
DNA under Torsional Stress 1189constraint by which the torsional stress is maintained, long-
range negative correlations are possible. E.g., if we assume
C(a1,ai) z 0 (i s 1,2,17) and C(a1,a2) > 0 from Eq. 17,
we find
Cða1; a17Þ ¼ S1 þ Cða1; a2ÞS2
S17
<0;
which is exactly the case in Fig. 5 B. This conclusion is
valid when there is a topology constraint in DNA, such
as the periodic condition used in this work (equivalent
to a ring with infinite radius), or the circular DNA case.
However, it is not suitable for free or unstressed DNA.
For a free DNA duplex, the two-body approximation is
valid, which is demonstrated by the success of the NN
model (16).
This long-range correlation has been experimentally
observed in several cases. A cooperative kinking at distant
sites in a mechanically stressed DNA mini-circle was
observed both computationally and in cryo-EM image
reconstruction (34). In addition, when proteins and DNA
associate, it was found that mutating the basepair located
in the flanking region of DNA can have effects on the direct
interactions between DNA and protein (35,36). Our result
provides another good example to demonstrate the impor-
tance of long-range correlations for the thermodynamic
properties of DNA. Considering that the accurate physical
expressions for those correlations are complicated, in thefollowing, we will provide a qualitative, simple way to
incorporate such correlations. To demonstrate, we take a
three-unit case as an example:
From Eq. 17, we have
Cð1; 2ÞS2 þ Cð1; 3ÞS3 ¼ S1; (18)
Cð2; 3ÞS3 þ Cð2; 1ÞS1 ¼ S2; (19)Cð3; 1ÞS1 þ Cð3; 2ÞS2 ¼ S3: (20)
Note thatCð1; 2Þ ¼ Cð2; 1Þ; Cð1; 3Þ ¼ Cð3; 1Þ and
Cð2; 3Þ ¼ Cð3; 2Þ:
Using Eqs. 19 and 20, we haveCð1; 3Þ  Cð1; 2Þ ¼ ðS2  S3Þ½1 Cð2; 3Þ
S1
: (21)
Note that 1  C(2, 3) > 0 and S1 > 0. If S2 < S3, then
C(1,3) < C(1,2), but because we are considering the nega-
tive correlation (C(1,2) < 0 and C(1,3) < 0), actually
jC(1,3)j > jC(1,2)j. This indicates that if the deviation of
a unit i is less than that of another unit j (e.g., unit i is quite
stable and rarely has defects, whereas unit j is quite unstable
and has defects frequently), then the negative correlation
induced by the unit j is more important than that by the
unit i. This result can be illustrated in Fig. 5 B: the correla-
tion between the first base (C) and the other base C (stable
segment) is almost zero, whereas the dominant negative cor-
relation is the one between the first base and the central A
track (unstable segment). Based on this result, we assume
that there is no free energy correction between two stable
units (e.g., C and C, C and G). The free energy correction
is only needed when at least one unit is a segment with
continuous A (or T, or A-T mixture) basepairs. The detailed
protocol of this correction process can be found in the
Theory section.Free energymodel using two-body approximation
plus long-range correlation
With the extra free energy correction, we refit DW obtained
from DNA sequences 1–4 using Model B (Fig. 3 B). The
fitted slope remains 1. However, compared to the fitting
results using Model A, the correlation coefficient sig-
nificantly increased from 0.90 to 0.96 and the standard
deviation decreased from 0.39 to 0.26 kcal/mol. This
result indicates that Model B describes DW better than
Model A. Next, Model B was used to predict DW
of each basepair in sequence 5–10 to compare to the
coarse-grained simulation results (Fig. 4, red and green
curve). The averaged standard deviation decreases from
0.51 kcal/mol in Model A to 0.33 kcal/mol in Model BBiophysical Journal 106(5) 1182–1193
1190 Wang and Pettitt(Table 3). In particular, the predicted results of sequence 10
using Model B (S ¼ 0.17 kcal/mol) is much closer to the
simulation results than that using Model A (S ¼
0.84 kcal/mol). Compared to Model A, Model B better
predicted the peak or the bottom of the free energy profile
of a given DNA sequence (marked with black arrows in
Fig. 4), which is a direct consequence of including the
long-range negative correlation. Thus, it is clear that
Model B is more general than Model A. We recalculated
the values in Table S4 using the new parameters. The
new result is shown in Table 4.Comparison to in vitro experiments
With Model B, we have provided a very simple but efficient
method to calculate DW of any basepair in a given DNA
sequence with torsional stress. Even for very long DNA se-
quences (up to 45,000 bp), the calculation can be finished
within seconds on a PC. In addition, the calculated results
were found to qualitatively match with in vitro experiments
(Fig. 6). The cutoff we chose to truncate the long-range cor-
relation is 500 bp. However, the choice of this number will
only affect the prediction of the absolute value of the free
energy of each basepair. The basepair open positions and
relative probabilities will remain the same regardless of
this choice. We found that the correlation can propagate
up to 116 bp (see Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material), but
its upper limit is still unclear at present. One longer DNA
sequence was tested. The system is pBR322, which is a
long AþT-rich sequence (37). Experiments found that there
were two strained (basepair open) sites for this DNA with
torsional stress s ¼ 0.067 (38).
The first site spans positions 3180–3301 and the second
spans positions 4133–4252. The predicted free energy pro-
file using Model B is shown in Fig. 6. It is clear that the
above-mentioned two positions have high free energies
(less stable). Notably, there are other models that can predict
the basepair open positions which qualitatively match with
the experimental results as well (21). Due to lack of exper-
imental data on the absolute value of DW, it is difficult to
quantitatively compare the accuracy of those two models.
In addition, we made several approximations. We did notTABLE 4 Prediction using Model B on the free energy difference b
hydrogen-bonded basepairs with different neighbor stacking basep
Basepairs
Difference
(kcal/mol) Basepairs
Difference
(kcal/mol)
TAT ¼ATA 0.02 TAC¼GTA¼CAT¼ATG 0.84
TTA¼TAA¼ATT¼AAT 0.21 GTTGA¼TCA¼AGT¼ACT 0.89
TTT¼AAA 0.40 TC
TAG¼GAT¼CTA¼ATC 0.58 TTG¼GTT¼CAA¼AAC 1.02
TCT¼AGA 0.63 GAG¼CTC 1.14 TG
TTC¼GAA¼CTT¼AAG 0.77
Biophysical Journal 106(5) 1182–1193test the salt-induced writhe of DNA for a given relative link-
ing number. Thus, we did not test whether our model can
provide a precise prediction on the absolute value of DW
in all conditions. We emphasize here that the undertwisting
imposed using periodic boundary conditions in our work
prevents writhe and thus does not describe completely
DNA states identical to all experiments. However, our
method gives a reasonable estimate of defect locations
when DNA is negatively twisted.Free energy profile modulated by stress, ionic
strength, and temperature
Strictly speaking, the parameters in Tables 2 and 4 were suit-
able for the condition that s ¼ 0.0857, ionic strength ¼
0.5 M, and temperature ¼ 310 K. Under such conditions,
we can clearly model DW of a basepair with torsional stress.
To explore the range of this parameter set, we also tested
how DW was affected by stress (s), ionic strength and tem-
perature in the system (Fig. 7). When the stress increases,
DW has a trend to increases as well (Fig. 7 A). However,
within the range that we investigated, the difference between
the actual and computed DW (at s ¼ 0.0875) is not large.
When comparing DW (s ¼ 0.2) and DW (s ¼ 0.0875),
we found that the averaged deviation is 0.73 kcal/mol.
More importantly, the positions that have the highest free
energy remain the same, indicating that the defects are in
the same location in DNA.
In contrast, we found that ionic strength has little effect
on the DW of each basepair. Under five ionic strength con-
ditions that were tested (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 M), DW
of each basepair remains almost the same (Fig. 7 B). We
should emphasize here this result does not mean ionic
strength has little effect on other thermodynamic properties
of DNA. For example, it has already been shown that the
melting temperature of the whole DNA highly depends on
the ionic strength conditions (see Table S2).
Finally, when temperature rises, DW increases (Fig. 7 C).
This is reasonable because the stability of DNA reduces
concomitantly with larger thermal fluctuations at high tem-
peratures. However, within the range that we investigated,
the difference between the actual and computed DWetween the helical state and basepair open state for single
airs
Basepairs
Difference
(kcal/mol) Basepairs
Difference
(kcal/mol)
TGT¼ACA 1.14 TCG¼GCT¼CGA¼AGC 1.82
C¼GAC¼CTG¼CAG 1.40 TGC¼GCA¼CGT¼ACG 2.08
C¼GGA¼CCT¼AGG 1.52
GGG¼CCC 2.41
GTG¼CAC 1.65 GGC¼GCC¼CGG¼CCG 2.70
G¼GGT¼CCA¼ACC 1.77
GCG¼CGC 3.00
FIGURE 6 Predicted free energy profile of pBR332 using Model B.
Potential basepair open positions are marked and expanded. (Black bars)
Spans that are basepair-open, as found in the experiment.
DNA under Torsional Stress 1191(T ¼ 310 K) is not large. In addition, the positions that have
the highest free energy remain the same.
Here, we provided an empirical formula to expand
Model B. We assumeFIGURE 7 Free energy profile of a DNA sequence (ID 1, see Table 1)
modulated by (A) stress s; (B) ionic strength, and (C) temperature. Simula-
tion error is <0.01 kcal/mol.DWðT; s; IÞ ¼ DWðT ¼ 310 K; s ¼ 0:0857;
I ¼ 0:5 MÞ þ DDW; (22)
DDW ¼ B  ðs 0:0857Þ2
þ C  ðT  310Þ  ðs 0:0857Þ
þ D  ðT  310Þ þ E  ðs 0:0857Þ:
(23)
We did not consider the effect of ionic strength on DDW
because it is less important compared to temperature and
stress based on above results. In addition, to simplify the
problem, DDW is assumed to be the same for all the base-
pairs. Thus, we assume
DDW ¼hDDWi ¼ B  ðs 0:0857Þ2
þ C  ðT  310Þ  ðs 0:0857Þ
þ D  ðT  310Þ þ E  ðs 0:0857Þ;
(24)
where hi means averaging each basepair. The linear least-
square fitting method was applied to get B, C, D, and E in
Eq. 24. The values are
B ¼ 60:4; C ¼ 1:06; D ¼ 0:01; and E ¼ 14:6:
The correlation coefficient is 0.999 and the standarddeviation is 0.01 kcal/mol (Fig. 8 A). The p value of aboveFIGURE 8 (A) Predicted hDDWi versus hDDWi obtained from simula-
tion under different stress and different temperatures (see the definition
of hDDWi at the end of Results and Discussion). The correlation coefficient
R and the standard deviation S (kcal/mol) is shown. (B) Comparison be-
tween the simulation and the prediction on the free energy at T ¼ 310 K,
s ¼ 0.135, and I ¼ 0.5 M.
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1192 Wang and Pettittvariables are all smaller than 0.01, which passes the signifi-
cant test. In fact, in Eq. 23, we could add an extra term
A * (T  310)2. However, A does not pass the significant
test, which means this term is not statistically necessary.
Thus, to calculate DW(T,s,I), we can first calculate DW(T ¼
310 K, s ¼ 0.0857, I ¼ 0.5 M) using the parameter sets
in Table 2,Model B. Then an extra correction can be added as
DWðT; s; IÞ ¼ DWðT ¼ 310 K; s ¼ 0:0857; I ¼ 0:5 MÞ
 60:4  ðs 0:0857Þ2
þ 1:06  ðT  310Þ  ðs 0:0857Þ
þ 0:01  ðT  310Þ þ 14:6  ðs 0:0857Þ:
(25)
We tested Eq. 25 using DNA sequence 15 (T ¼ 310 K,
s ¼ 0.135, I ¼ 0.5 M). This data is specifically excluded
in the above-fitting process. In Fig. 8 B, the black curve is
the prediction using Model B, DWpredict (T ¼ 310 K,
s ¼ 0.0857, I ¼ 0.5 M), whereas the green curve is the
simulation result DWsimulation (T ¼ 310 K, s ¼ 0.135, I ¼
0.5 M). There is a little difference between these two curves
due to the difference in the stress s. The red curve is the pre-
diction usingModel B and corrected by Eq. 25. It is clear that
the red curve matches with the green curve better than the
black curve, indicating that our method is valid.CONCLUSION
We have built an analytical thermodynamic model to repre-
sent local sequence-dependent mechanical instabilities of
duplex DNA. The large number of sequences now available
makes having a rapid simple method to evaluate the free
energy of each basepair of a DNA molecule with torsional
stress a necessity.
We relied on a direct application of the Kirkwood super-
position approximation (24) whereby correlations among
various systems can be approximated in the free energy sur-
face by sums of simpler systems. By considering the two-
body interactions with the nearest-neighbor basepairs and
the long-range negative correlations due to topological con-
straints, we are able to accurately predict this free energy
with a minimum of computation. The long-range negative
correlations induced by constrained twist are important.
Due to such correlations, an unstable segment will further
protect a stable segment so that the defects will tend to focus
on those unstable segments. Calculations on pBR322 DNA
indicates several sites where that DNA has a high probabil-
ity to deform under twist strain.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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